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1 Introduction
This is a preliminary draft of a tutorial and part of the talk at WoLLIC05,
Florianopolis, Brasil. The goal is to simplify epsilon substitution method to
make possible its extension to much stronger systems than ones treated up to
now.
Epsilon substitution method was introduced by Hilbert (cf. [1]). It is a
successive approximation process providing numerical realizations from proofs
of existential formulas. The language uses epsilon terms xF [x], read as the
least x satisfying F [x]. The main axioms of the corresponding formalism are
critical formulas
F [t] → F [xF [x]] (1.1)
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The H-process for a given ﬁnite system Cr of critical formulas generates ﬁnite
substitutions of numerals for closed canonical epsilon-terms (having no closed
-subterms). All canonical -terms not mentioned in the substitution have
default value 0. The initial substitution S0 is identically 0. If substitutions
S0, . . . , Si (1.2)
are already generated, and Si is not yet a solving substitution (satisfying all
critical formulas in Cr), take the ﬁrst formula in Cr which is false under Si,
i.e. for which Si(F [t]) = true, Si(F [xF ]) = false. Set
Si+1(xF ) = (the least n ≤ t) (Si(F [n]) = true)
drop the values of higher rank (Section 2.3) and preserve remaining values.
W. Ackermann proved that the sequence (1.2) terminates for every system
Cr of critical formulas in ﬁrst order arithmetic after a ﬁnite number of steps
in a solution Sk satisfying all critical formulas in Cr. He assigned ordinals less
than 0 to sections of the H-process consisting of consecutive substitutions of
restricted rank, and proved that ordinals of the sections strictly decrease.
Derivable objects (sequents) of PA contain components (e, ?) indicating
that e has the default value 0.
Most deﬁnitions related to -substitution are taken from [2].
2 -Substitution Process
2.1 The Language of -substitutions
Deﬁnition 2.1 Variables x, y, z, . . . are for natural numbers. Numerical terms
are variables, 0, St and xF for all formulas F . There are many (as much as
needed) primitive recursive predicates including =. Formulas are constructed
from atomic formulas by propositional connectives: ∧FG,→ FG,¬F, . . . writ-
ten as (F ∧G), (F → G), . . ..
Quantiﬁers can be deﬁned from  in a standard way.
Critical formulas:
(pred) s = 0 → s = Sx(s = Sx)
() F [t] → F [vF ]
Deﬁnition 2.2 An -term is canonical if it is closed and contains no proper
closed -subterms. An expression e is simple if it is closed and contains no .
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TRUE (FALSE) denotes the set of all true (false) simple formulas. [ A sim-
ple formula contains no variables and is constructed from computable atomic
formulas by Boolean connectives. Every simple term is a numeral].
N is the set of natural numbers.
Deﬁnition 2.3 An –substitution or a sequent is a ﬁnite function from canon-
ical -terms into the set {?, ?0,+} ∪ N.
A sequent will be written as a ﬁnite list consisting of components of the
form
(e, ?), (e, n)
Deﬁnition 2.4 Two sequents Σ,Θ are multiplicable if Θ ∪ Σ is a function.
In this case we write Θ ∗ Σ for Θ ∪ Σ, and say that Θ ∗ Σ is deﬁned.
The set FV (e) of free variables of an expression e is deﬁned in the standard
way: x binds x. An expression e is closed iﬀ FV (e) = ∅
We identify expressions which are equivalent modulo renaming of bound
variables; e[x/u] denotes the result of substituting u for each free occurrence
of x in e, where bound variables in e are renamed if necessary. If x is known
from the context we write e[u] for e[x/u].
We assume as always a ﬁxed system
Cr = {Cr0, . . . , CrN}
of closed critical formulas.
2.2 Computations with the -Substitutions
Deﬁnition 2.5
An -substitution S is total if dom(S) is the set of all canonical -terms.
S := S ∪ {(e, ?) : e is a canonical -term ∈ dom(S)} is called the standard
extension of S.
(i) If (e, u) ∈ S and u =?, then e ↪→1S u
(ii) If (e, ?) ∈ S, then e ↪→1S 0
(iii) If 0 ≤ i ≤ n, ei ↪→
1
S e
′
i then e0e1 . . . en ↪→
1
S e0 . . . ei−1e
′
iei+1 . . . en
(iv) If F ↪→1S F
′ then xF ↪→1S xF
′
Deﬁnition 2.6
e is S-reducible if there exists an e′ with e ↪→1S e
′. Otherwise e is S-irreducible
or in S-normal form. ↪→S denotes the transitive and reﬂexive closure of ↪→
1
S.
The unique S-irreducible expression e∗ with e ↪→S e
∗ is called the S-normal-
form of e and denoted by |e|S.
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Deﬁnition 2.7 Let S be an -substitution.
An expression e is S-computable if |e|S does not contain closed -terms.
S computes a set Φ of closed formulas iﬀ all formulas in Φ are S-computable.
For a pair (xF [x], n) ∈ S deﬁne
Cr(e, S) := F [[n]] := F [x/n] ∧ ¬F [x/0] ∧ . . . ∧ ¬F [x/(n− 1)]
If t is not a numeral, then F [[t]] := F [t]. Let
F(S) := {Cr(e, S) : (e, n) ∈ S for n ∈ N}
S is computationally inconsistent (ci) if A ↪→S FALSE for some A ∈ F(S).
Otherwise S is computationally consistent (cc). [For example S does not
compute some A ∈ F(S)].
S is correct if ∧F(S) ↪→S 	.
Let
CR(S) := {F [[|t|S]] : critical formula F [t] → F [xF [x]] is in Cr}
S is computing iﬀ all formulas A ∈ F(S) are S-computable.
S is deciding iﬀ S is computing and the critical formulas Cr0, ..., CrN are
S-computable.
S is solving iﬀ S is correct,deciding and Cr ↪→S 	.
Deﬁnition 2.8 The H-rule applies to an -substitution S if S is cc, nonsolving
and computes Cr ∪ CR(S).
Deﬁnition 2.9 For any ﬁnite set Φ of expressions let NΦ be the number of
distinct closed -terms occurring in expressions in Φ.
2.3 The rank function
The rank is a measure of nesting of bound variables. For closed expressions it
will be the same as in [1] and [2]. Note that an arbitrary closed -term xF
can be written as
xF ≡ xF ′[x1/t1, . . . , xn/tn] , n ≥ 0 (2.1)
where xF ′ is canonical, and t1, . . . , tn are closed -terms.
Deﬁnition 2.10 If e does not contain , then rk(e) := 0.
If xF is canonical, then
rk(xF ) := max{rk(f) : f is a closed -subterm of F [x/0]}+ 1
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In particular, if F does not contain , then rk(xF ) = 1.
If (2.1) holds with a canonical xF ′, then
rk(xF ) := max{rk(xF ′[x1/0, . . . , xn/0], rk(t1), . . . , rk(tn)}
For an arbitrary closed expression e,
rk(e) := max{rk(t) : t is a closed -subterm of e}
Deﬁnition 2.11 (Truncation to a given rank) . For each -substitution
S and r < ω we set
S≤r := {(e, u) ∈ S : rk(e) ≤ r}
Analogously we deﬁne S≥r, S<r, S>r.
Lemma 2.1
If S, S ′ are -substitutions with S≤r = S
′
≤r then |e|S = |e|S′ holds for all closed
expressions e of rank ≤ r.

2.4 H-process
Let us recall some deﬁnitions from [2].
Deﬁnition 2.12
Let S be an -substitution such that S is nonsolving. (Then |CrI |S ∈ FALSE
for some I ≤ N .)
Set rI := rk(x|F |S), where CrI = F0 → F [xF ].
Cr(S) := CrI , where I ≤ N is such that
|CrI |S ∈ FALSE& ∀J ≤ N [ |CrJ |S ∈ FALSE ⇒ rI < rJ ∨ (rI = rJ ∧ I ≤ J)].
Let Cr(S) = F0 → F [xF ]:
x|F |S is called the H-term of S.
The H-value v of S is deﬁned as follows
a) if F0 = (s = 0), and F = (s = Sx) then v := |s|S − 1,
c) if F0 = F [t] then v := the unique n ∈ N with |F |S[[n]] ↪→S TRUE.
Deﬁnition 2.13 (The step of the -substitution process)
If S is nonsolving then
H(S) := (S \ {(e, ?)})≤rk(e) ∪ {(e, v)},
where e is the H-term and v the H-value of S.
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The following properties of H(S) are well-known (cf. [1,2]).
Lemma 2.2 (Properties of H(S))
Let S be an -substitution such that S is correct and nonsolving, and let e be
the H-term, v the H-value of S. Then the following holds:
(a) (e, ?) ∈ S,
(b) |e|H(S) = v = 0,
(c) H(S) is correct.

Deﬁnition 2.14
The H-process for the system Cr of critical formulas Cr0, ..., CrN with an
initial substitution S0 is deﬁned as follows:
Sn+1 :=
{
H(Sn) if Sn is nonsolving,
∅ otherwise.
The H-process terminates iﬀ there exists an n ∈ N such that Sn is solving.
If the initial substitution is not mentioned (as will be mostly the case), it
is assumed that
S0 ≡ ∅.
2.5 Original Derivation
The next deﬁnition describes construction of the original derivation, orig(Θ)
for a +-free sequent Θ, cf. Section 6.3 of [2].
Deﬁnition 2.15
(i) Θ is AxX, X ∈ {F,S,H} with the empty completion. Then orig(Θ) :=
AxX(Θ).
(ii) Otherwise. Put
orig(Θ) := Cute{orig((e, u),Θ)}u∈{?}∪N (2.2)
where term e is chosen below.
(a) Θ computes Cr. Then e is the ﬁrst (in some ﬁxed ordering) canonical
-term in |CR(Θ)|Θ.
(b) Θ does not compute Cr. Then e is the ﬁrst (in some ﬁxed ordering)
canonical -term in |Cr|Θ.
Lemma 2.3 Let Θ be a sequent. Then
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(i) orig(Θ) is a derivation in PA consisting of axioms and Cut-inferences of
rank ≤ r0
(ii) If Θ computes Cr, then ‖orig(Θ)‖ ≤ N|CR(Θ)|Θ + 1
(iii) In general, ‖orig(Θ)‖ ≤ ω + N|Cr|Θ.
Proof. Induction on |Cr|Θ with induction on |CR(Θ)|Θ in the basis. 
3 The system PA
The system PA is the arithmetical part of the inﬁnitary system EA from [2]
with the changes in the deﬁnitions of computations, H-rule etc. made in the
section 2.4.
Deﬁnition 3.1 Let Θ,Ξ and Θ∗Ξ be sequents, rkΘ ≤ rkF for every formula
F ∈ Ξ and Θ ∗ Ξ is correct and deciding.
(i) Ξ is and S-completion of Θ iﬀ Θ ∗ Ξ is solving
(ii) Ξ is and He,v-completion of Θ iﬀ e is the H-term, v is the H-value of Θ ∗ Ξ
The rank of a completion Ξ is the minimal rank of formulas in Ξ.
Axioms:
AxF(Θ) Θ is c .i.
AxS(Θ) S-completion of Θ is given
AxHe,v(Θ) He,v-completion of Θ is given
Rule of inference:
(e, ?),Θ . . . (e, n),Θ . . . (n ∈ N)
Θ
Cute
We call e the main term of the Cute.
A derivation d ∈ PA is deﬁned in a standard way.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Let d be a derivation in PA.
d is an r-derivation iﬀ Cut(d) < r and all completions have rank ≥ r
d is an r+-derivation iﬀ Cut(d) ≤ r and all completions have rank ≥ r
The following obvious observation is used repeatedly.
Lemma 3.1 All formulas in an r-derivation of a sequent of a rank < r have
rank < r.
All formulas in an r+-derivation of a sequent of a rank ≤ r have rank ≤ r.
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4 Cut Reduction
4.1 Cut-reduction Operator Re
We describe a cut-reduction Re of one Cut:
(e, ?),Θ . . . (e, n),Θ . . .
Θ
Cute (4.1)
The derivation ending with a cut.
(e, ?),Θ,Γ
...
(e, ?),Θ,Σ
...
d0 : (e, ?),Θ
(e, n),Θ,∆
...
(e, n),Θ,Π
...
. . . dn : (e, n),Θ . . .
d : Θ
Cute
We assume that di are r+-derivations without cuts of rank ≥ r.
d is transformed as follows:
Θ,∆ ∗ Γ
...
Θ,Π ∗ Γ dn · Γ− {(e, n)}
...
Θ,Γ
...
Θ,Σ d0 − {(e, ?)}
...
Θ
(4.2)
The lower part is obtained by deleting the component (e, ?) from all sequents
in d0. If the upper sequent of some branch in d0 is not AxHe,n for any n, nothing
further is done with that sequent. If some upper sequent (e, ?),Θ,Γ is AxHe,n,
then the component (e, ?) is deleted and the ﬁgure
dn · Γ− {(e, n)}
obtained from dn by deleting the component (e, n) and “multiplying” by Γ is
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superimposed. Multiplication means adding Γ to all sequents. In case when a
Cutf with (f, v) ∈ Γ is encountered, all premises except the v-th are deleted.
Lemma 4.1 The ﬁgure (5.1) is a derivation.
Proof. First, every line in (5.1) is a sequent. This is evident for lenes in d0 −
{(e, ?)}, and is proved by the bottom-up induction for lines in dn ·Γ−{(e, n)}.
It remains to check that all non-deleted axioms except AxHe,n go into ax-
ioms.
(i) The axioms from d0.
(a)AxS, AxHf,v for f = e. Replace the old completion Ξ by (e, ?),Ξ.
(b) AxF. Since ranks of all formulas are ≤ r, the deleted formula (e, ?)
of rank r cannot take part in obtaining contradiciton.
(ii) The axioms from dn · Γ− {(e, n)}.
(a) AxS,AxHf,v Replace the old completion Ξ by (e, n),Ξ.
(b) AxF. We prove that the component (e, n) is not needed in the
computation on the contradiction. Since all ranks are ≤ r, the relation
e ↪→S n is not used. The remains a possibility that e = xF [x] and
F [[n]] ↪→Θ,∆ FALSE
Since
F [[n]] ↪→Θ,Γ TRUE
the sequent Θ∆ ∗ Γ should be c.i. as required.
This concludes the proof. 
Note. A cut free proof of the empty sequent ∅ consists only of a single
axiom. Since AxF,AxH are non-empty, it should be AxS. In other words, cut
elimination accumulates a solution.
5 Additions
5.1 New H-rule
Consider a relaxed version of the H-rile for PA.
(e, v),Θ′
(e, u),Θ
H′e,v
where Γ ≡ (e, ?),Θ is cc,deciding, e, v are respectively H-term amd H-value of
Γ and
Θ<r ⊆ Θ
′ ⊆ Θ≤r where r = rk(e).
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This covers the standard Ackermann version when Θ′ = Θ≤r, but allows
dropping further components of rank r.
Now every sequent in every derivation has a completion, so derived sequent
is shown as
Γ; Ξ,
where Ξ is the completion. It is assumed that
all formulas in Γ have rank ≤ to the minimal rank of formulas in Ξ.
5.2 Completions in Cut Elimination
Let’s modify the rules and cut elimination process. The cut rule and axioms
are not changed.
Two rules are added: Fr and H’. Both change only completion.
Θ; (e, ?),Ξ
Θ;Ξ
Fre
Θ; (e, n)Ξ′
Θ; (e, ?)Ξ
H′e,n
where Ξ<r ⊆ Ξ
′ ⊆ Ξ≤r and e, n are H-term and H-value of cc and deciding
sequent Θ, (e, ?),Ξ. The derivation ending with a cut.
(e, ?),Θ,Γ; Ξ2
...
(e, ?),Θ,Σ;Ξ1
...
d0 : (e, ?),Θ;Ξ
(e, n),Θ,∆;Ξ4
...
(e, n),Θ,Π;Ξ3
...
. . . dn : (e, n),Θ;Ξ . . .
d : Θ; Ξ
Cute
We assume that di are r+-derivations without cuts of rank ≥ r.
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d is transformed as follows:
Θ,∆ ∗ Γ ; (e, n),Ξ4
...
Θ,Π ∗ Γ ; (e, n),Ξ3 dn · Γ− {(e, n)}
...
Θ,Γ ; (e, n),Ξ
Θ,Γ ; (e, ?),Ξ2 H
′
e,n
...
Θ,Σ ; (e, ?),Ξ1 d0 − {(e, ?)}
...
Θ ; (e, ?),Ξ
Θ ; Ξ Fre
(5.1)
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